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Introducing TriMark’s 
Modular Family of 
Pull and Push Button 
Handles. Providing the 
same mounting and 
space claim, OEM’s 
can now off er diff erent 
levels of features within 
a Pull or Push Button 
Product. Ranging from 
a basic mechanical 
handle, up to a full 
e-LOCK Handle with 
capacitive sense, 
both families off er 
good/better/best 
functionality.

040-0870 Power Locking Push Button 
Handle with Capacitive Sense (PKE)

Similar to 040-0850, adds Integrated Capacitive Sense and Passive 
Keyless Entry

Provides ‘Wake’ functionality for system
Exterior antenna is energized to initiate sequence

Powerlock motor integrated into handle
If FOB serial # matches, handle unlocks

040-0850 e-Lock Push Button Handle
Provides automotive function and convenience to your cabs and 
enclosures by adding power locking self-contained motor - provides 
remote locking
Allows power locking/unlocking via a switch, or keypad
PTC overload to protect motor against excessive heating
Provides mechanical lock override with key in case of power 
disruption

040-0810 Push Button Handle with State 
Sensing

Includes an integrated switch that indicates electrically the door lock 
status

040-0800 Push Button Handle
Standard Product off ering - basic function

Button is rigid when locked
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We invite you to check us out and see why 
TriMark is the leading global door solution 
provider off ering Global Reach, Global 
Support and Global Supply of access 
door systems.
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Good/Better/Best

All products have 
the same mounting     
pattern - provides 
standardization 
across OEM 
platforms and 
allows for upgrades 
and model 
diff erentiation.

Modular Product 
off ering provides the 
OEM to off er customers 
diff erent levels of 
Features/Benefi ts in a 
Pull Handle Family.

020-0870 e-Lock Pull Handle with           
Capacitive Sense (PKE)

Similar to 020-0850, adds Integrated Capacitive Sense and 
Passive Keyless Entry

Provides ‘Wake’ functionality for system
Exterior antenna is energized to initiate sequence

Powerlock motor integrated into handle
If FOB serial # matches, handle unlocks

020-0850 e-Lock Pull Handle
Provides automotive function and convenience to your cabs 
and enclosures by adding power locking self-contained motor - 
provides remote locking
Allows power locking/unlocking via a switch, remote RF Fob 
or keypad
PTC overload to protect motor against excessive heating
Provides mechanical lock override with key in case of power             
disruption

020-0850 Mechanical Pull Handle
Standard Product off ering - basic function
Includes ergonomic gas-assist molded handle
Utilizes TriMark’s KeyOne Plus locking system
Handle is rigid when locked

020-0800 Surface Mount Pull Handle
Standard Product off ering - basic function
Most Compact Design
Provides for greater ease of operation (ergonomics) than 
conventional push button or paddle handles
Handle is rigid when locked


